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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 5011-James woke up early the next 
day feeling surprisingly refreshed. The morning sunlight flooded into the room, 
and it put James in a good mood. 

As he got out of bed to do some light stretching exercises, James sensed 
some form of energy in his body. He quickly examined his cultivation base. 

‘I’ve entered the Tribulation Rank already? 

‘I went to bed right away last night, and I didn’t even train. But my cultivation 
base has been enhanced?!’ James wondered. 

For a while, the man stared into space with a puzzled look in his eyes. Then, 
his face broke into a smile. 

At this rate, James would regain his powers and cultivation base soon without 
needing to do much. 

“Mr. Forty-nine, it’s time for breakfast!” 

Upon hearing the lady’s voice, James went outside to join the siblings for a 
meal. 

After breakfast, Jai took his farming tools and headed to the fields. On the 
other hand, Yarona stuck around James and spent most of the time chatting 
with him. 

The lady would occasionally bring up the Koloretsua Stone as she was trying 
to get James to share more information about himself. Unfortunately, James 
had not divulged any useful details. 

James was aware that the people of Te’oma Village had the duty of guarding 
the Koloretsua Stone. However, that was all the information he had about 
them. Therefore, he decided to keep the details of his background a secret 
until he could confirm what the villagers were actually after. 

As the days went by, James would often leave the house and wander in and 
around the village. 



There were close to three hundred people living in Te’oma Village. Most of 
them were farmers, and they would spend the day working their lands. James 
would always watch the villagers harvest or tend to their crops from the side. 

The simple, quiet lifestyles of the Te’oma villagers were what James had 
envisioned himself achieving someday. However, 

he could not tell when he would be able to do that yet. 

Time flew as James spent his days leisurely in the Te’oma Village. In the blink 
of an eye, he had stayed in the village for three years. 

Although the villagers continued to work in their fields diligently, James knew 
that the people of Te’oma Village were no ordinary farmers. He could sense 
that the villagers were all exceptional cultivators. If it weren’t for his 
extraordinary senses, James might have been fooled by their appearances as 
would anyone else. 

Meanwhile, James’ cultivation base and powers had been increasing steadily 
every day even though he had not trained at all. In just three months, James 
had reached the Sage Rank. 

One day, a group of villagers gathered inside the community hall of Te’oma 
Village to discuss internal matters. 

‘Yarona, did you manage to gather any new information about his 
background?” Cray, the village chief asked. 

Yarona shook her head. “He wouldn’t tell me anything related to his personal 
information. Whenever I tried to ask him about his family or where he had 
come from, he would tactfully change the topic. Also, I’ve noticed how his 
powers have been increasing rapidly. I haven’t seen him conduct any training, 
yet he’s achieved the Sage Rank in just three months!” 

Cray stroked his beard. “His body consists of the Koloretsua Stone, which is 
an extraordinary object. A person loses all their cultivation base when their 
soul fuses with the Koloretsua Stone in the beginning. As the soul and the 
stone continue to bind together, the person slowly regains the powers they 
had before dying in their last life. I wonder what cultivation rank this man had 
achieved back then.” 



The man who called himself Forty-nine was completely shrouded in mystery. 
Even a seasoned and powerful cultivator like Cray could not confirm who the 
man was in his past life. Therefore, he was not sure whether James’ arrival at 
the Te’oma Village was good news or not. 

“Mr. Cray, we should take him out before his powers are fully restored,” one of 
the villagers suggested. 

Just then, Jai stepped out of the crowd and said, “I’ve gathered some of the 
latest news about the Endlos during my latest visit. Around ten thousand 
epochs ago, the second extraterrestrial demon commander made an 
appearance…” 

Jai went on to share what he had heard from the people of the outside world. 

“The second and third commanders of the extraterrestrial demons have been 
reborn again. If the soul that had fused with the Koloretsua Stone belongs to 
the second extraterrestrial demon commander, it would mean trouble for us 
and the Te’oma Village.” 

A heavy silence hung in the room as Jai concluded his findings. 

After a brief pause, Cray asked, “What happened to the man named James 
Caden?” 

Jai replied, “He perished during the battle. Before he died, James Caden used 
all his soul power and activated the Endlos Heart to restore the fallen Chaos 
District. 
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place hidden from the eyes of the outside world. The formation cast around 
the mysterious 

village was strong enough to block all occurrences and information from 
reaching the people within it. Therefore, the 

village chief would send one of their people out to the outside world to gather 
information about the latest happenings from 

time to time. 



When Emperor Raiah was trying to fend off the extraterrestrial demons in the 
past, the people of Te’oma were aware of 

what was happening. However, all of them remained in Te’oma regardless. 

The people of Te’oma shared the same mission, which was to guard and 
protect the Koloretsua Stone. Lady Tehila had 

ordered them to remain in Te’oma no matter what was happening in the 
outside world. 

Also, all of the Te’oma villagers carried a specific restriction within their 
bodies. If anyone were to leave the village for an 

extended amount of time, it would activate the restriction and bring about their 
demise. 

When Jai was sent to gather news this time, the man had tried to complete his 
task and head back home as soon as 

possible. He dared not stay long in the Endlos for fear of triggering the 
restriction. 

The young man continued to elaborate on the latest happenings in the Endlos. 

“Currently, there are several cultivators who have achieved the Chaos 
Completare Rank across the Endlos. One of them 

is Zaden Dalibor, the new lord of Endlos. Madam Thea, the Human Race’s 
matron, and Taran Zach have also advanced 

into the Chaos Completare Rank.” 

“Apart from that, a superior cultivator that goes by the title Emperor Hetsema 
is rumored to be very powerful too. No one 

knows what his exact cultivation rank is. However, people were sharing the 
story of how a Chaos Omnia Rank cultivator 

was kicked out of Mount Hetsema, Emperor Hetsema’s residence when they 
had tried to challenge the man.” 



After listening to Jai’s findings, Cray proceeded to ask him about the news of 
fallen, superior cultivators that had 

happened recently. 

Jai recalled having heard about Taran killing off more than twenty cultivators 
in the Chaos Arena. He quickly informed Cray 

about it too. 

‘The existence of the Koloretsua Stone has been kept a secret for many many 
years. Only capable, powerful cultivators in 

and above the Chaos Rank would have a chance to learn of its existence. 

‘By knowing which superior cultivators had perished in recent years, I would 
also be able to roughly predict whose soul 

had fused with the Koloretsua Stone. It could be the soul of one of those 
twenty or so cultivators who died in the Chaos 

Arena,’ Cray thought. 

“What do we do now, Mr. Cray?” one of the villagers asked. 

After a moment’s consideration, Cray answered, “I’ll have a chat with our 
visitor.” 

Meanwhile, James was resting on a thick branch of a tree located near the 
village’s entrance. He had a serene smile on 

his face as he silently observed his surroundings and the small animals 
scurrying off. 

Just then, an elder walking with a staff came near the tree and looked up at 
James. 

The young man leaped off the branch and landed on the ground steadily. 
Then, James greeted the elder politely, ” Hello, 

Mr. Cray.” 

Cray beamed warmly at him. ‘You don’t have to be so polite around me.” 



James sat on a big, flat rock next to the tree and asked curiously, “Can I know 
more about this tree? I could sense a trace 

of energy left by the cultivator, who had launched a blow at this tree. That 
person has probably achieved powers of the 

Chaos Completare Rank or the ranks above it.” 

Cray gave a small sigh and sat next to James. “Could you tell me more about 
yourself first, young man?” 

James replied smilingly, “I want to know more about the background of this 
place too. Could you enlighten me first, Mr. 

Cray?” 
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After a few minutes, he began, ‘Te’oma is the name of our village.” 

“Mhm.” James nodded. “I know that.” 

Cray asked, “Do you also know about the history regarding the birth of Endlos, 
then?” 

James shook his head. “No, I don’t.” 

James had only learned of the stories surrounding Emperor Raiah and his 
achievements in the Endlos. He knew almost 

nothing about what had happened before that. 

Cray stared at the young man’s face for a while. Then, he said, “At the start of 
the Endlos’ existence, one of its living 

beings pierced through the Endlos and made an opening in it. That was also 
the very first time when the Extraterrestrial 

Demons had attacked the Endlos.” 

Cray went on to elaborate on how the Extraterrestrial Demons had invaded 
the Endlos in search of the three beams of 



light. They were planning to unearth the ultimate secrets of the Endlos realm 
through those three beams of light. 

Many lives were lost during that battle. Eventually, the people on the Endlos’ 
side managed to drive the Extraterrestrial 

Demons out of Endlos. 

Stone to close up the opening in the Endlos. Then, she kept the essence of 
the Koloretsua Stone in the Te’oma Village. 

“Everyone living in the Te’oma Village is a servant of Lady Tehila. We were 
ordered to remain here and watch over the 

Koloretsua Stone. In recent years, we could see a new life was starting to 
form within the stone, and we were 

expecting the birth of a new being. However, your soul has fused with the 
Koloretsua Stone now.” 

After listening to Cray’s explanation, James asked, “Who’s Lady Tehila?” 

Cray did not answer his question. Instead, he stared at James with an intense 
gaze. “Who are you? How did you find out 

about the Koloretsua Stone, and how did you know where it was?” 

James paused for a few seconds. Then, he decided to share honestly. “I was 
named James Caden in my past life. I had 

met my end when I fought with the second commander of the Extraterrestrial 
Demons, Mekaisto Xelqart. My powers and 

cultivation base were rather insufficient at the time. 

Though I had Emperor Raiah’s legacy and the Endlos Heart, I was still no 
match for Mekaisto.” 

“In the past, I met a person who could see the future. She had seen a 
prediction of my future and gave me an inscription 

in advance.” 



“With the help of the inscription, I learned that a light beam would appear 
during my final battle. The light beam was one of 

the three light beams, which had appeared during the creation of Endlos that 
the Extraterrestrial Demons were after.” 

“My soul had combined with the light beam back then. 

During that time, I discovered the existence of the Koloretsua Stone. After 
that, I started searching for the stone.” 

A soft smile hung on Cray’s face as he listened to James’ stories. 

I’ve heard several stories about James Caden. The man is a true hero. He is 
willing to sacrifice himself to save the lives of 

many others. 

‘He is our best option amongst the other deceased cultivators whose soul has 
fused with the Koloretsua Stone. 

What’s more, it is almost impossible for us to remove his soul from the stone 
now.’ Cray pondered. 

Cray started, “According to Lady Tehila, the person born from the Koloretsua 
Stone would become the lord of this village. 

That person would also help remove the seal within the villagers’ bodies.” 

James’ eyes widened. 

Cray continued, “A seal has been placed in all of the Te’oma villagers’ bodies 
which makes it impossible for us to leave the 

village too long. We can only stay in Te’oma for as long as we live. Since you 
are the owner of the Koloretsua Stone now, 

you can try to undo the seal in our bodies and become our new lord.” 

“All of you have the seal?!” James asked. 

Cray nodded. “That’s not all. Even the village is placed under a seal. 
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village and its people were all placed under a seal. 

However, he was confident in his abilities. “Don’t worry, Mr. Cray. Once my 
powers are fully restored, I will help the people 

of Te’oma undo the seal placed in their bodies.” 

Cray felt a small sense of relief upon hearing James’ promise. Then, he slowly 
got to his feet, gave a slight nod, and 

headed back into the village. 

James stared pensively at the elder’s residing figure. At his current cultivation 
rank, James was already capable of leaving 

Te’oma. However, he could sense that there was something more hidden in 
this mysterious village. 

‘The village chief might not have shared all of the secrets of this village with 
me yet. I’ll stay here until my powers are 

restored. Then, I’ll try to find out more information about Te’oma.’ James 
decided inwardly. 

At the Heavenly Court’s main hall, Jacopo sat in the seat reserved for the lord. 
Thea, the Human Race’s matron, was 

seated on his right. 

Thea took a glance around the room. Then, she announced,” I can sense that 
James is still alive. I want all of you to get 

the word out that the humans are looking for James Caden. 

I am putting out a huge reward for those who can provide us with information 
on James’ whereabouts.” 

Even though Thea had reached the Chaos Completare Rank, she was only 
able to detect James’ presence but not his 

exact location. Moreover, it would be too difficult and timeconsuming for her to 
search through every place across the ten 



districts. 

The only plausible method left was to get as many people in the different 
districts to look for James by offering a reward. 

“Understood!” the men present in the hall answered in unison. 

After receiving Thea’s orders, numerous human cultivators traveled across the 
Endlos to spread the news and look for 

James simultaneously. As the news of the reward reached different clans and 
races in the ten districts, more and more 

cultivators joined the search for James in order to claim the reward. 

Meanwhile, James was still staying in the small village located within the 
Presta District. 

He had learned that Zaden Dalibor had become the new lord of Endlos. Also, 
he found out that Thea had achieved the 

Chaos Completare Rank. She even managed to take Zaden on in a battle, 
and their fight ended in a tie. 

James also heard about how Taran had given Zaden a good beating while he 
was gone. Apart from that, he had learned 

about Emperor Hetsema for the first time. 

As days went by, James’ soul and his new body grew to become more 
compatible. His powers increased simultaneously 

as well. 

At long last, James had entered the Quasi Chaos Rank once again. Then, he 
noticed that the recovery rate of his powers 

had slowed down significantly. 

Still, James wasn’t particularly concerned by the change. He was already able 
to wield and perform quite a number of 



signature skills at the Quasi Chaos Rank. He would be able to protect himself 
as long as he did not have to face 

opponents like Zaden or Taran. 

One day, the villagers of Te’oma gathered in the village chief’s house. 

James was seated in a chair. He asked, “Which one of you want to go first?” 

Cray directed his gaze at Yarona. “You go first, Yarona.” 

The young lady walked over to James and stopped before him. Her eyes were 
bright with anticipation. “Can… Can you 

really remove the seal?” 
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replied. 

He wasn’t sure he could succeed on the first try since this was the first time he 
was allowed to examine the seal in the 

villagers’ bodies. Still, he felt confident with his expansive knowledge of 
various inscriptions. 

James rose from his seat. Then, he lifted his hand and channeled his powers 
to the center of his palm. As James placed 

his palm lightly against Yarona’s forehead, the lady could feel James’ powers 
flowing through her entire body. 

Soon enough, James could sense the presence of numerous mysterious 
inscriptions in Yarona’s body. After giving it some 

thought, James carefully directed the flow of his powers toward the 
inscriptions. 

As soon as his powers came into contact with one of the inscriptions, it 
triggered a sudden change in the inscriptions. An 

overwhelming energy was generated and unleashed from the inscriptions, 
casting James’ powers out of Yarona’s body 



immediately. 

The energy affected Yarona as well. The lady coughed up a mouthful of blood 
and fainted shortly afterward. 

“Yarona!” Jai hurried to Yarona’s side to pick her up from the floor. 

James furrowed his brow and muttered to himself, “What was that?” 

Cray appeared completely unruffled as he explained, ‘The seal was created 
by Lady Tehila herself. If anyone were to try 

and remove it by force, any attempts would trigger the seal and cause harm to 
the bearer of the seal.” 

James seemed a little flustered. ‘The inscriptions inside her body were rather 
unusual. I can’t decipher and remove them 

right away. However… Allow me some time, and I’ll find a way to solve these 
inscriptions.” 

James was sincerely more eager than anyone else to find new inscriptions of 
foreign or obscure origin. With more and 

more new inscriptions added to James’ formation, he found that the power of 
his formation would improve as its variations 

increased. 

Therefore, James was more than willing to work on any unique inscriptions as 
it would help benefit him in the long run. 

‘That’s enough for today. You can leave now.” Cray waved his hand 
dismissively and politely asked James to leave. 

James gave a slight nod and made his way out of the room. As soon as he 
had closed the door behind him, James saw 

that a formation cast around the room was activated. 

The man scratched the tip of his nose as he stared at the door. He mumbled 
under his breath, “They even put up a 



formation… I wonder what they are discussing there.” 

Then, James treaded away slowly. 

Inside the room, Yarona had eventually regained consciousness. However, 
the young lady was as white as a sheet. 

Cray had a grim expression as he gazed at the lady resting in a chair. 

“Mr. Cray, can we really trust Forty-nine?” One of the villagers asked. 

Cray shook his head. “I can’t say for sure if he’s the real James Caden. If he is 
the man whose stories we’ve all heard 

about, then we can put our faith in him.” 

“I’ve been observing this man for quite some time. The man has a genuine 
and unpretentious disposition. I have 

detected a trace of demonic energy in his body. However, his sense of 
morality and righteousness were strong enough to 

keep the demonic energy from getting out of control.” 

“Should we let him enter the secret library?” Jai asked. 

Cray paused briefly and said, “He has to enter the secret library and learn the 
Orstellen Art. Without the knowledge of the 

Orstellen Art, he won’t be able to remove the seal in our bodies.” 

“What do we do now?” 

‘We have not confirmed his identity yet, so we can’t just hand over the art to 
him like this.” 

As the others discussed what they should do next, Cray remained silent and 
pondered for a while. Eventually, he came to 

a decision. 

“The only choice we have left now is to unlock the secret realm. Lady Tehila 
had left a message for us before departing 



this place. If something happens to the Koloretsua Stone and no new being is 
formed from it, our people should activate 

the secret realm. The person who can succeed in making it through the secret 
realm will be worthy of having the Orstellen 

Art.” 

“Are we opening the secret realm for Forty-nine alone?” 

“Of course not,” Cray responded, “The Koloretsua Stone is no more. There is 
no point in us guarding this place or 

keeping it hidden. We can reveal our location and spread the news about the 
Orstellen Art. Anyone is welcome to enter 

the secret realm to obtain the Orstellen Art.” 

“Mhm. That’s the only way now.” 

“If Forty-nine really is the destined person for the Koloretsua Stone, then he’ll 
be able to make it through the test.” 


